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WELCOME  
Professor Alexander Kirillov  
Chair, Department of Mathematics

Mathematical Moments  
Dr. Kevin Sackel

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS  
Professor Samuel Grushevsky  
Director, Graduate Ph.D. Program

Chairman’s Award for Excellence in Teaching by a First- or Second-Year Doctoral Student  
Emily Schaal

Chairman’s Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student Awarding a Ph.D.  
Marlon de Oliveira Gomes

Chairman’s Award for Outstanding Research by a Graduate Student Receiving a Ph.D.  
Yuhuan Sun

PRESENTATION OF TEACHER EDUCATION AWARD  
Dr. Alas Abd-El-Hafez  
Director, Field Experience and Clinical Practice

Joseph and Virginia Roller Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduating Student in the Teacher Education Program  
Jenny Ren

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE DEGREES

DOCTORAL DEGREE  
Professor Samuel Grushevsky

Master of Arts Professional Option  
Professor Samuel Grushevsky

MASTER OF ARTS  
Teaching Mathematics  
Professor Lisa Berger  
Director, Mathematics Teacher Education

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS TO UNDERGRADUATES  
Professor Scott Sutherland  
Director, Undergraduate Program

Kuga-Sah Memorial Award: Freshman  
Hechen Hu

Kuga-Sah Freshman Award: Sophomore  
Spencer Cattalani

Kuga-Sah Memorial Award: Junior  
Amain Yamin

Kuga-Sah Memorial Award: Senior  
Honorable Mention  
Joy Hamlin

Kuga-Sah Memorial Award: Senior  
Honorable Mention  
Maziar Farahzad

Stony Brook Foundation Award for Excellence in Mathematics  
Maciej Włodek

RECOGNITION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Professor Scott Sutherland

CONCLUDING REMARKS  
Professor Alexander Kirillov

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY  
Yuhuan Sun

Marlon de Oliveira Gomes #
John Sheridan #
Mu Zhao #

Jiang Sheng *  
Yuhuan Sun

Master of Arts  
Huan Chen #
Zhenmin Lin

Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics  
Trevor Bernard
Duna Desuza
Mary Elizabeth Guida
Lauren Loreille
Veronika Matejero
Shannon Murphy
Michael Randazzo *
Jenny Ren *
Tyrell Ryan
Jessica Sherlock
Jennifer Westwater

Master of Arts Secondary Teaching Option  
Rebecca Augenblick
Stephanie Bagley
Jessica Cichy
Chris Cotyef
Erica Smith
Carly Tribby

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Ruben Akman
Alexander Agiltstein *
Olga Aristova minor
Omar Aquil Aziz
Mary Barbarino *
Salvindra Baruwasak
Brett Brosch minor
David Booth *
Lin Hui Ngoc Cai
Brendan Campbell
Xavier Carlsten *
Wei Chen
Xiaoying Chen
Yuliang Chen #
Zhuoyu Chen minor
Jeffrey Chu
Yan Chu
Chris Cintron
Thomas Connally #
Richard Cronin
Michael Dayelito
Christopher Degrenelle minor
Jayecky Devren minor
David Diaz minor
Dylan Dhiiucci-Cappellos
Isaac Duarte
Kiran Eden minor
Maziar Farahzad
Shawn Gao minor
Brandon Gottmacher
John Gonzalez
David Gvechcharan
Jonathan Gorman
Tachan Guo
Isabelle Guo
Peyu Han *
Jinghu Han *
Qingyuan He minor
Jeremy Hirsch *
Shuai Hou
Min Huang #
Qian Ting Huang minor
Daniel Humphrey
Robert Hunt III *

Bachelor of Science, cont.

Vincent Instigna
Julian Irving
Timothy John
Brandon Jonas
Tanveer Khan
Aiden Kim *
Britt Kihinsenky
Anish Kumar
Wenjing Kung *
Myrsini Lagou Meimaroglou
Shengning Lang
Derek Laniozka #
Min Jin Lee *
Thomas Lei
Churun Li
Lin Li
Jiarheng Li *
Peiran Li * minor
Tianyi Li *
Jessica Lin
Yihuan Lin
Yanru Lin *
Kunhui Luan
Sheng Luo
Chen Luo *
Heather Lynch *minor
Steven Maio
Nicholas Mikave minor
D’Andrea Millen *
Jianguo Peng minor
Lauren Ferretta *
Valentina Pogudina *
Zhepeng Qi
Yuting Qiu
Mohammed Rahman
Michael Randazzo *
Sarah Remling
Jenny Ren *
Anthony Resado
Keegan Sade minor
Eric Schierestein *
Morgan Schilling
Haley Schmidt *
Abraham Spikeley minor
Nanhe Stein
Matthew Stern minor
Cevnor Stewart
Yu-Hsien Su *
CanjieSun minor
Lei Sun
Amanda Sun *
Justin Vega
Richard Veshaj *
Chuxiang Wang
Liuang Wang
Tengyi Wang
Maciej Włodek
Qianhui Wu *
Zhihuang Xia
Jingri Xu
Shiwen Yang
Yuxin Yang minor
Lan Yi
Shengnan You *
Yuzeng Yuan minor
Steven Yun
Miao Zhang
William Zhang
Yanqi Zhang minor
Yidun Zhang
Yue Zhang *
Weihao Zhao
Mingqing Zhou
Xingchi Zhou
Jiayong Zhu
Mengying Zhu * minor
Xiaoxuan Zhu *

* Graduated in December 2019  
# Graduating August 2020

http://www.math.stonybrook.edu/Commencement2020